
BACKGROUND 

In June, 2014, The Nike Corporation released an advertisement titled 

“The Last Game” (Nike Video) just prior to the start of the soccer World 

Cup championship that was scheduled to be played in Rio de Janeiro that 

year. The Last Game is a big budget animated five- and one-half-minute 

advertisement by Defendant Nike Inc., that is still on the internet for 

viewing. It has been seen by billions, and is targeted mainly to children and 

adolescents due to the fact that the entire video is animated. This is very 

important because that means that every image created for this video was 

done with a specific intent. Remember this point as you view the images in 

question. 

 

The Last Game received world-wide acclaim when released as flashy and 

captivating. The business and advertising world gushed over the video’s 

content as it attempted to reach out to the younger market.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Below are a few samples of the media love fest. 

Shoot News  

 

 

Forbes Magazine 

Here is a campaign that exists on another plane. It is influencer marketing on steroids, content 
marketing so smart, distinct, so alive, you’ll think I’m exaggerating – I’m not. Their clever integration of a 
World Cup storyline, product placement and influencers will be a future case study on how to create a 
branded experience around sporting events. 
 
 

Variety Magazine  

As Nike looks to grow the soccer side of its business, the success of “Game” now gives Nike a           
strong following among younger audiences – something every marketer always wants at a time when 
consumers are more distracted that ever by entertainment options. Through “The Last Game,” it now 
knows it has a captive audience. And with soccer’s huge fanbase, it has a digitally savvy audience ready 
to watch more of its elongated stars featured in “Game”.   
 

 

This video contains about eight thousand frames, or individual 

animated images, that comprise The Nike Ad displayed at 24 frames per 

second. Many of these frames contain offensive messages and images that 

are incompatible with an American publicly traded corporation that 



promotes itself as an ethical business. These offensive images also have 

no business being in a soccer ad, and no one would expect them to be 

there. A small percentage of those offensive frames are displayed in this 

complaint. 

The Nike Ad is a deception within a deception because the viewer is 

first deceived by not knowing or expecting what is in The Nike Ad. The 

viewer is next deceived by not understanding consciously the depraved 

content the viewer is being presented with. 

The offensive messages and images involve the promotion of: 

Racism; Terrorism; and Pornography including child pornography. Only the 

Racism appears to be in support of the sometimes subtle sometimes overt 

and sometimes nonconscious plot elements.  

The images were created and embedded using the highest level of 

artistry and evince advanced knowledge of human perception both 

conscious and nonconscious.  

 


